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Introduction
The greater part of the so-called readial growth in forest trees is mainly
accomplished through a successive accumulation of the xylem cells.which are newly
produced by the cambium. For this reason, many investigators have expressed
a strong interest in the progress of the~ylem formation.· And furthermore quantitative explanation about xylem formation, i. e. seasonally increasing process of the
newly formed cells have been also required from a practical field such as a tree
breeding. Therefore, studies to quantitatively examine the process have been numerously undergone and reported. In such cases, it is very important to determine
what sorts of experimental methods for pursuing the process are used, because the
results obtained were restricted to_.so~~ extent lJa,sed on the experimental method
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employed. However, it is considered that fully satisfactory method for explaining
the increasing process was not still introduced.
From such view point, marking method by electrical stimulation was newly
introduced to inscribe a given date in the current xylem. This method was already
examined in Abies sachalinensis,ll Pinus luchuensis,!) Larix kaempferi,3) Alnus
japonica/) Cinnamomum camphora 4) and Avicennia marina,5) and the possibility
for a practical employment of this method was recognized. In these species, several
sorts of the influenced cells such as . r~dially crushed, immature or abnormally
shaped cells occurred in the current xylem resulting from the application of electrical
stimulus through the electrodes ... Among these cells, radially crushed cells seem to
be most suitable for marking xylem because they are tangentially aligned along the
annual ring boundary and regarded as a line macroscopically. And also it was
clarified that they occurred within 24 hours after the application of the electrical
stimulus and the differentiating tracheids immediately after the initiation of the
deposition of S 2 layers were radially crushed. 3) In this study, the occurring areas
in which the crushed tracheids were located were pursued and measured in the
current growth layers.

Materials and Method
Two young (about 10 year-old) Todo-matsu, Abies sachalinensis grown at the
tree nursery in the campus of Hokkaido University were examined. Three sorts of
electrical stimuli, i. e. weak (24 volts), medium (70 volts) and strong (215 volts) were
applied for 5 seconds to the electrodes (0.5 mm in diameter, 14 mm in longth,
stainless steel), which were axially spaced 5 cm apart and inserted through the bark
into the previous growth rings. On 8th of July in 1983, three sorts of the stimuli
were applied respectively to the three positions at the lower parts of the stems, and
again on 18th at the upper parts similarly. On 25th of Nov. (dormancy), the trees
were fallen and the transverse disks (1 cm in thickness) were successively cut from

Fig. 1.

Experimental method.
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the each position to which the electrical stimulus was applied. They were fixed in
FAA solution, and then washed in water. The transverse sections were cut from
each disk on a sliding microtome, stained with safranin and fast green, mounted
usually and observed. In each section, the marking lines, i. e. tangentially aligned
crushed tracheids were described on tracing papers at· the screen of a profile projector (Nikon), and then the length of then in arc was measured by curvometer
(Fig. 1). And also, the other influenced cells such as immature tracheids, abnormally
shaped cells and traumatic resin canals observed in each section were simultaneously
described on the tracing papers. Based on the each measurement in the successive
sections, the occurring areas (longitudinal and tangential direction) of the crushed
tracheids in the current growth layers were reconstructed and described schematically. The results obtained will be separately mentioned as follows; the influenced
cells and the occurring areas of mar king lines.

Results and Discussion
1. Influenced cells

As morphological differences in the influenced cells were not recognized between
the upper and the lower parts of each stems, typical examples in each sort of the
stimulus are indicated.
Fig. 2 shows the transverse section obtained from the portion very near the
weak stimulus electrode. The brak was pealed out. Two cracks are found in the
previous growth ring by the insertion of the electrode (wedge). At the center in the
current growth ring, small cavity is observed (arrow). It seems to result from the
burn of the surrounding tissues which were directly subjected to the heat of the
electrode generated by the electric currentsY Two short rows of the crushed
tracheids extend toward both sides from the middle part of the cavity. Each is
about 1 mm in length. A few of the immature tracheids are located at the pith side
of these rows, and furthermore they also follow the crushed trancheids in short
distance. Although the immature tracheids are stained green with fast green, they
can not be distinguished clearly in this figure. S) A small amount of the abnormally
shaped cells and the traumatic resin canals are found at the bark side of the cavity,
It is preseumed that the convex portion of the current growth ring boundary resulted
from the increased xylem formation which is frequently observed after the injury,
i. e. the insertion of the electrode.
Fig. 3 shows the transverse section from the middle portion between the upper
electrode and the lower one, to which the weak stimulatus was applied. There is
no sign of the influences derived from the application of the weak stimulus. In
the weak stimulus, consequently, the crushed tracheids and the other influenced
cells occurred only very near the electrodes. The weak stimulus seems to be
almost similar to the pinning method which was originated by WOLTER. 6)
Fig. 4 indicates the transverse section from the protion near the medium
stimulus electrode. Radial crack is also found in the current growth ring, which
may be derived from the insertion of the electrode (wedge). Short line extends
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Fig. 2.

Transverse section from the portion near the weak st imulus
electrode. sca le bar: 1 mm.

Fig. 3.

Transverse section from the middle portion between the weak
stimulu s electrodes. scale bar: 1 mm

Fig. 4.

Transverse sectio n from the portion near the medium st imulus
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electrode. sca le bar: 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.

Transverse section far from)he medium stimulu s electrode.
scale bar: 1 mm
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tangnetially about 2 mm at the center of the current growth ring. This is composed
of several crushed tracheids in each radial file of cells. Abnormally shaped cells
are located at the bark side of the crushed tracheids, and the traumatic resin
canals extend tangentially following them. As seen in Fig. 2, a few of immature
tracheids exist at the pith side of the crushed tracheids, and also follow them m
tangential direction. Immature trancheids are also obscure in this figure such as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 shows the transverse section about 10 mm apart from the medium
stimulus electrode. A line composed of the crushed tracheids is found almost
similar portion to in Fig. 4. Although the immature tracheids are also located in
the same manner as the case near the electrode, abnormally shaped cells and the
traumatic resin canals are little observed. It is interesting that any influenced cells
other tbil!}, a few of the immature'tracheids were not found at the middle portion
betw~en' the electrodes.
Fig. 6 is the transverse section from the portion near the strong stimulus
electrode. The xylem formation is seriously influenced by the strong stimulus.
Large cavity is found, and the trancheids adjacent to it seem to be burned out by
the heat generated. There are also immature tracheids at the pith side of the
cavity. Crushed tracheids follow the cavity tangentially such as a tail of the cavity
and furthermore immature tracheids are successively located for a short - distance.
Two rows of the traumatic resin canals run parallel to the crushed tracheids. The
upper one of the two rows are followed by the band of the thick-walled tracheids,
which are observed black tangential band in this figure. Although they seem to
be derived from the application of the stimulus, the reasons why such thick-walled
tracheids were produced in tangential band are not still clear in this study. At
the bark side of the cavity, group of abnormally shaped cells is observed. Because
this section is located somewhat far from the electrode, the abnormally shaped
cells were abundantly produced so that the cavity was almost completely embedded
by them. In the case of the section very near the electrode, the cavity opened
throughout the following xylem and the bark.
Fig. 7 shows the transverse section from the middle portion between the
stromg stimulus electrodes was applied. Crushed tracheids are remarkably aligned
tangentially or in an arc along the growth ring boundary. This marking line extends
about 14 mm. And also, immature tracheids follow the arc tangentially and occurr
at the pith side of it. Almost linear and short row of the traumatic resin canals
is located at the bark side more or less far from the marking line. However the
abnormally shaped cells existed infrequently. Limited to this middle portion, it is
considered that such row of the crushed tracheids is most suitable for marking. S)
Fig. 8 indicated the transverse section at the about 15 mm upper portion far
from the electrode. This marking line is short but distinctive. Traumatic resin
canals are observed at the bark side far from the crushed tracheids. However,
both rows of the traumatic resin canals at the tight and left side did not result
from the strong stimulus which produced this marking line. Immature tracheids
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Fig. 6.

Transve rse section from the portion near the strong stimulus
electrode. scal e bar: 1 mm.

Fig. 7.

Transverse sec tion from the middle portion bet wee n the
stro ng stimulus e lec trodes. scale bar: 1 mm.

Fig. 8.

Transverse section from the upper portion far
s trong s timulu s e lectrode. sca le bar: 1 mm.

from the

occurr In a similar way to that mentioned above.
Based on these observation, it can be concluded that th e length of the marking
line varies considerably corresponding to the extent of th e stimuli applied and the
distance from the electrodes. In all cases, the tissues surrounding the electrodes
were seriously influenced, so that it is considered that such protions are unsuitable
to be employed for marking.
2. Occurring areas of the marking

Based on the measurements in the longitudinally successive disks, the occurring
areas of the crushed tracheids in the current growth layers are schematically reo
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presented. Since the rows of the crushed tracheids were
24v
usually followed by the immature tracheids for a short
distance, the occurrence of the immature tracheids is also
described to the diagrams. However abnormally shaped
cells and traumatic resin canals are not indicated because
they are unnecessary for marking.
lem
Fig. 9 exhibits three diagrams of the occurring areas
1----1
in the current growth layers, where crushed tracheids
(solid line) and immature tracheids (oblique line) occurred
by the weak stimulus are described. Although the occurring areas of the crushed tracheids are practically measT,..1-2
T,"2-2
TrftH
ured and exactly represented, immature tracheids are
1·6mA
1·8mA
1·5mA
shown only to be located, and the extent of the areas
Fig. 9. Occurring areas of
are meaningless. The same stimuli were applied to four
the crushed tracheids and
immature tracheids in the
positions, but one of them failed to be collected. As
current growth layer, to
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, crushed tracheids occurred only
which the weak stimulus
very near the electrodes in every caces. The areas are
was applied (24 volts).
very small and developed more or less longitudinally.
In Tree 2-2, the area is most elongated (about 10 mm) and widened (about 1.8 mm).
However, the close relationships between the maximum electric currents for 5
seconds and the extent of the occurring areas may not be found. Although the
reason why such differences occurred in each position is not clear, it may be derived
from the differences in the rate of the xylem
70 v
formation. While, the each area surrounding
the lower electrode (minus) are larger than the
upper ones (plus). And also it is obscure what
such diff((rences are resulted from. Immature
tracheids are found only to surround the areas of
the crushed tracheids, ana not at the other portions. Judgimgfrom the extent of the occurring areas, it is apparent that the weak stimulation
is unsatisfactory to mark xylem.
Fig. 10 displays the cases to which the
medium: stimulation was applied. The occurring
areas of the crushed tracheids are apparently larger
than that in the weak stimulus (Fig. 9). Especially,
the areas are conspicuously enlarged in axial direcT,"1-2
T,..1-1
TlwH
TrH2-1
'
9·7mA
7·5mA
6·9mA ,6·5mA
tion. In a~l cases, they are elongated upward and
downward from the electrodes. However, the
Fig. 10. Occurring areas of the
crushed tracheids and the imareas are more remarkably elongated toward the
mature tracheids in the current
portion between the electrodes than the opposite
growth layer, to which the meone.
So that, the upper areas from the lower
dium stimulus was applied (70
electrodes are nearly axially contact with the
volts).
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lower ones from the upper ones. As the case of the weak stimulus, the areas
derived from the lower electrodes are usually larger than ones from the upper ones.
In comparision with the axial extension, the increase of the width is inclined
to be less. It is presumed that such difference may be derived from the axial
orientation of the tracheids, or the flowing direction of the electric currents which
may be depend on such axial orientation. In a similar fashion to the weak stimulus,
the extent of the area seems to be irrelative with the maximum electric currents.
However the extent of the area in the medium stimulus increases apparently more
than that in the weak stimulus. In this sense, the extent of the area may be
related with the maximum electric currents.
It is noteworthy that in the medium stimulus only the immature tracheids
occurred at the middle portion between the electrodes, where the crushed tracheids
were not located. And also the other influenced cells were not found. As the
immature tracheids existed at the middle portion, both the immature tracheids from
the upper electrode and the lower one were longitudinally continuous. However,
there are very fewer of the immature tracheids at the contact portion, so that they
are located in a slender gourd-shape (Fig. 10). Both the crushed tracheids and
the immature tracheids may be died in the course of their differentiations by the
application of the electrical stimulus. Sl After the death, only some of them were
radially crushed, and the others remained almost the same state at that time.
Fig. 11 exhibits the occurring areas produced by the application of the strong
stimulus. The areas develop conspicuously in comparision with both the weak and
215 v

Fig. 11.

TrHl-2

TrH1-1

45mA

45mA

TrH2-2
41mA

Occurring areas of the crushed tracheids and the immature tacheids in the
current growth layer, to which the strong stimulus was applied (215 volts).
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medium stimulus (Figs. 9 and 10). In the strong stimulus both the areas derived
from the upper electrode and the lower one are not only completely contact with
each other but also extensively widened in a tangential direction at the portion
between the electrodes. The tangential width at the middle portion is most large.
And the areas at the portions other than the portion sandwiched between the
electrodes are also widened and elongated (Fig. 8). The immature tracheids surround the area of the crushed tracheids such as the cases of the weak and the
medium stimulus.
Although all the areas are considerably enlarged, they are not same but vary
distinctively in sige. In Tree 2-1 and Tree 2-2, the extent of the areas and the
maximum electric currents are positively related. On the other hand, in Tree 1-1
and Tree 1-2 the extent of the areas are apparently different in spite of the same
maximum readings. Therefore, the common relationship throughout both the trees
examined is not confirmed. While, Tree 1-1 and Tree 2-1 were stimulated on
July 8th, and then Tree 1-2 and Tree 2-2 10 days after. In regard to this
point, so·called seasonal factors may be significant to explain these results. And
furthermore, the former was located at the lower parts of each stem, and the
latter at the upper parts. The age of the cambium at the upper part is apparently
younger than one at the lower, and the differentiating tracheids produced by the
younger cambium may be more active and sensitive against the same stimuli.
For the sake of the more distinctive explanations for such phenomena, furthermore
studies are necessary hitherto.
Conclusion
The occurring areas of the crushed tracheids were enlarged with the increased
stimuli from the weak to the strong. In the strong stimulus, the areas were not
only continuous axially but also expanded tangentially. Judging from such results
obtained, it is presumed that the upper area and the lower one extend axially to
be contact with each other at the certain level between the medium and the strong
stimulus. It is assumed that the areas are probably continuous at about 150 volts.
In regard to most effective marking, least continuity at the middle protion between
the two electrodes is most suitable, because the influences from the electrodes are
less produced at the protion. Consequently it is necessary to confirm experimentally
the most effective level of the stimulus.
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